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An active Pixel snsor is defined as a detector an-ay This pape w present rradiation results on one
that has at least one or more active transistors integrated into type of Active Pixel Sensor (ApS f future ace
the pmd [1]. So an APS is constituted by two eemcM one applications.
composed bry the pxel area for detection signal and signal
storage, the other constituted by the active transisv*s to
arnplify the signal and then to aov, semi-random a=ss to
the ptxel (fig. 1) and random read out of the signal. Thus, due
to its structure, APS is a Potential candidate to the CCD's 11 APS NoTomos and PHOTODIODE OPERATION.
succession-

This detector ontains two Active Pixel Sensors
(APS), one photodiode and one photoMos, with 32*32 pixels
sized at 5Ox5O pM2 - The fill EXIM is 75% for the photodiode
and 57% for the photoMos. This circuit has been developed

UNTRODUcTiON by SUPAERO 61 using a Standard CMOS Double Layer
Polysilicon / Double Layer Metal 1.2pm process fine from

Charge coupled devices (CCDs) are currently the Austria Micro System (AMS). Imagers include, as well, 5-bit
dominant technology for image sensors. The most important X-Y address decoders, correlated double-sampling (CDS)
features of CCI)s are their high sensitivity, their high readout electronics to reduce kTC noise, l/f noise and pixel
quantum efficiency of the order of 40% and their high fill pattern noise from the pixel and double-delta sampling circuit
factor of pixel (800/o-100%). However, CCD are unhardened to diminish column-to-column fixed pattern noise (fig. 2).
due to their structure and well known for their sensitivity to
radiation encountered in space. These applications need a
high degree of electronic integration on the chip to allow
miniaturisation of instruments systems and to simplify system i I
interfaces. Indeed. CCD's cannot be easily integrated with
CMOS circuits due to the additional fabrication complexity
and increased cost. Moreover, CCI)s need at least 2 voltage Yi W -
levels to achieve charge transfer. On the other hand, CCI)s
suffer from ionising damage which leads to flathand voltage 5 bits
shifts [21 and from displacement damage which introduces a >.
loss in charge transfer efficiency [3]. Moreover, both of these
radiation effects increase dark current and constitute a
significant source of noise [4]. The radiation tolerance of a _T

CCD gets worse as the sensor format gets larger since more pixel D OUr C IRCLAT

charge transfers are required to deliver the signal electrons to outpu 0
the output amplifier and since a dead pixel in a CCD stops a
transfer of an entire column. xi? 5 bits

Thus, APS sensors offer a good alternative for space
applications due to the fact that CMOS sensors provide the Figure 1: APS random access circuit.
advantage to combine complex analog and digital
components on the same chip [5]. APS structure eliminates
signal degradation due to charge transfer inefficiency in
CCI)s and APS only needs of one voltage to function which
reduce considerably current consumption. Nevertheless. APSs
suffer from noise due to the readout circuit and from dark
current.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Irradiations were performed at room temperature
VDD under static bin using the Ce gamma ray source hepherd

I Bw 2500 Ci ) at a dose rate of 150 Gy[Sil/h I Gy = I 0 rad
Rn VDD

APS devices were characters at room tempeature
PG 'rx VIP (2 I'Q prior to exposure to provide a complete pretest

Y� f baseline. The saturation signal level for the photodiode is
N

r FO SHR 1360 mV and 1400 mV for the photoMos. The readout rate is
-10 1-1 I I us per pixel for the photoMos and 1.5 us per pixel for the

--------------- - VDD photodiode.

Pixel Cref I I

X- CB 9 For a short integration time (5us), the output dark
xi voltage in the photoMos ( -25mV is four times higher than

Csig in the photodiode ( -7mV ).

-7 The dark voltage was measured as a function of the
VIn � SHS integration time fig 3

Figure 2 APS photoMos pixel and readout circuit. I'S
1.4

1,2
In the photoMos device, charge is integrated under

'a 1 --4w-20 Gy[Sil
the photoMos PG and prior to readout, the floating diffusion > --a- 50 Gy[Stl

0.8 1 00 Gy[Sl
node, D, is reset using the in-pixel reset Umudstor RST. IV
Then the photosignal is transferred from PG into the floating 0,6 200 Gy[Si]

300 Gy[SJ
0.4diffusion node and 7].
0.2

In the photodiode device, the charge am integrated
into a dpleted N/P junction. At the end of the integration 0 50 10D 150 200

time, the charge signal is read out. Then the junction is reset Integration Tirm (rns)

Figure 3 PhotoMos Dar- Voltage.

The readout circuit includes two sample-and-hold
circuits for storing and reading out differentially the signal
and the reset levels. Once the reset and signal levels are read The slope of the curves of figure 3 is proportional to
out differentialiv (Al). the crowbar (CB) is pulsed. therebv the dark current in the detector (1).
shorting the two sample-and-hold capacitors in the column
addressed. The outputs of the reset and signal branches are Jdat*(A1cm1)= .d"dak
again read out differentially, thereby generating a voltage A di a
wMch is proportional to the threshold voltage difference (1)
between the to adjacent p-channel transistors (A2). The
voltage proportional to the photosignal is obtained y where A is the detector area, x is the conversion gain gWe-)
subtracting this offset evel from the first reading. A' = Al and q the electronic charge.
A2.
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M. EXPERDa-NTAL CONDITIONS and MSULTS. 15 -6-StdpixelPhMos
10 - --A- Std po(el Ph Diode

5
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The Schlumberger ITS9000MX tester is used to 0 100 200 300 400

generate h required control signals to the APS and to Dose Levels ( Gy)
measure output signals. This tester offers the possibility to
develop software programs to extract dark noise. fixed pattern
noise. read noise and as well, conversion gain and dark Figure 4 Dose Level Effects on Dark Current for the
current. PhotoMos and the Photodiode.
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Figure 5: Dose Levels effects on PhotoMOS dark signal.

IV. PERSPECTIVES.

PhotoMos is more sensitive to radiation effects than
the photodiode. Important parameters of image sensors like
dark currents increase severeiv with dose levels. Nevertheless.
photodiodc sensitivity is one hundred time lower than
photoMOS sensitivity.

in the final paper, we will expose more precise
characterisations ( noise, conversion gain and analyse the
APS's working degradation process under Co6o and protons
exposures.

This primarily work will provide elements to
compare APSs and CCDs when exposed to radiation
environments.
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